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in interactions between species;
differences among environments in
whether selection is truly reciprocal;
and a continual remixing of genes
among populations through gene flow
and metapopulation dynamics [15].
Even highly coevolved interactions
show evidence of ‘coevolutionary
hotspots’, where selection is highly
reciprocal among interacting species,
and coevolutionary coldspots or
warmspots where selection is not
reciprocal or only weakly reciprocal.
Most studies of selection mosaics
and coevolutionary hotspots show
differences in selection across large
spatial scales, although some recent
studies have indicated that mosaics
can occur at smaller scales [16,17]. The
results of the new study by King et al.
[1] show that coevolutionary hotspots
and coldspots can occur within a few
tens of metres of each other
in a single lake.
Through a set of elegant cross-
inoculation experiments using
shallow-water and deep-water snails
from two lakes as well as parasites
collected from these lakes, King et al.
[1] were able to eliminate the alternative
hypothesis that sexual snails or
shallow-water snails were simply
more susceptible to attack by the
trematodes. They showed that
parasites are better able to infect
their shallow-water sympatric hosts
than either deep-water sympatric
hosts or allopatric hosts. Surprisingly,
the parasites were no more infective
to sympatric, deep-water snails than
to allopatric snails from either habitat,
showing that deep water is a
coevolutionary coldspot. It therefore
appears that sexual reproduction
predominates in shallow-water
habitats through the Red Queen
process, and asexual and sexual
forms of the snail are maintained
within the same lake partially through
coevolutionary hotspots and
coldspots at different depths.
These snails, which have taught us
so much about the evolution of sex
and the process of coevolution, are
now becoming important for yet other
reasons. They have been introduced
onto multiple continents and are
increasingly spreading as major
invasive species [18]. The introduced
populations are usually asexual and
often show very low clonal diversity
[19]. In the decades ahead, it will
be interesting to see how these
populations evolve as local parasites
adapt to these invaders, creating a
larger scale geographic mosaic of
coevolution driven by the Red
Queen process.
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By direct sequencing of two Y chromosomes inherited from the same paternal
ancestor, a landmark study has derived a good direct estimate for the rate of
base substitution mutations on the human Y chromosome.John A.L. Armour
Mutations are the quanta of genetic
change and create the raw material of
evolution. For this reason, measuring
rates of spontaneous mutationprovides broadly powerful information
about the expected dynamics of
genetic change in species and
populations, and in this issue of
Current Biology, Xue et al. [1] use the
awesome power of new-generationsequencing methods to provide the
first good direct estimate for human
nuclear rates of base substitution.
Unfortunately, the term ‘mutation rate’
has been used to describe at least two
different (but related) processes:
a ‘pedigree rate’, the frequency at
which mutations are observed as
appearing in offspring compared with
parents; and an ‘evolutionary rate’,
applicable to species or groups of
species, the frequency at which
mutations arise and persist in the
longer term. For independent, purely
neutral mutations in a steady-state
Dispatch
R737population, these rates are expected
to be equivalent, but, for example,
selection against viable but deleterious
mutations can lead to a higher
observed pedigree rate than is seen
in longer-term transmission.
The pedigree rate is perhaps of most
mechanistic interest, as it is the closest
that can be measured to the underlying
rate of the mutation process, without
the subsequent filtering effects of
selection or of saturation at multiply
mutated sites. Direct estimates of the
pedigree rate require counting events
over only a few generations (preferably
only one generation), and consequently
the overall yield of events is expected
to be very low. There are two basic
responses to this expected low return
on effort — either to use large
population surveys to identify (via
healthcare systems) rare examples of
new mutant cases of dominant genetic
disorders, or to examine mutation
processes that have rates high enough
to identify and count individual
examples of mutations in unselected
pedigrees. Direct estimates of pedigree
mutation rates have been determined
from unselected pedigrees for
minisatellites [2], microsatellites [3,4]
and mitochondrial DNA base
substitutions [5–7], in all cases showing
clearly that different sites have different
rates and patterns of mutation. Very
valuable detailed information on
mutation rates and processes, most
especially at minisatellites [8,9], and
copy number changes [10], has been
obtained by direct molecular detection
of mutations in sperm DNA.
Unfortunately, for the purposes of
extrapolation to a population, there is
no guarantee that unselected bulk
sperm are representative of the subset
of sperm that go on to fertilize viable
zygotes; furthermore, very different
rates or processes might apply
in the female germline.
The study by Xue et al. [1] is
a landmark in providing a direct,
pedigree-based estimate of the
substitutional mutation rate for nuclear
DNA. Because the error rate of single-
pass sequencing by high-throughput
sequencing technologies is greatly in
excess of the substitutional mutation
rate, it is important that strict criteria
(primarily the consistent appearance
of the base in question in multiple
independent reads) are applied to
distinguish sequencing errors from true
mutations. The study used a design
based on an extended patrilinealpedigree, analogous to the large
maternal pedigrees used in studies of
mitochondrial DNA mutation [5–7], and
in this case involved a Y chromosome
uniquely tagged by a mutation
causing paternally inherited deafness.
Flow-sorted Y chromosomes from two
carriers of this mutation separated by
13 generations of transmission were
subjected to high-throughput
sequencing; in the absence of any
mutations, these sequences should be
identical, and positions at which the
bases differ could have resulted from
germline mutation. In studying
mutation across several generations of
transmission, this study derives a rate
intermediate between a strict single-
generation pedigree rate and the longer
term evolutionary rate; for example,
mutations resulting in complete
infertility could only possibly appear in
the latest generation for this extended
pedigree. Although only four mutations
were detected (and hence the
sampling error on the estimated
mutation rate is relatively high), the rate
compares very well to evolutionary
rates deduced from human–
chimpanzee comparisons, precisely as
one would predict for non-recurrent
neutral mutations. It will be interesting
to see whether subsequent, more
precise estimates of the average base
substitution rate of the Y chromosome
approximate more exactly the rate
seen in longer-term evolution, which
would indicate that most mutations are
indeed non-recurrent and neutral; by
contrast, the frequency of maternal
pedigree mutations in mitochondrial
DNA is much higher than that seen in
longer-term evolution, with the
difference probably attributable to
saturation at hypermutable sites and
the removal of mutations by natural
selection [7].
What is estimated here is not the
mutation rate, but amutation rate— the
nuclear substitutional mutation rate on
the human Y chromosome. Even this is
a composite average across different
kinds of processes; for example, we
can expect that transitions at CpG
doublets have a higher frequency
than other kinds of substitution, and
one of the four mutations detected in
this study is just such a CG to TG
change. All the same, this report acts
as an immediate springboard for some
interesting further questions. Is the
pedigree substitution rate found on the
Y chromosome also typical of the rate
for the rest of the nuclear genome?Might it be higher because of the
Y chromosome’s obligatory passage
through the male germline, or because
of its DNA sequence properties? Is any
male-specific elevation in rate caused
by male meiosis, or by the (larger
number of) mitotic divisions in the male
germline? If the latter, could the
substitution process be adequately
recapitulated by experiments in
somatic cell culture?
What future studies of even greater
power and precision can we
anticipate? It will surely not be long
before whole-genome sequences from
members of extended pedigrees will
allow the simultaneous study of the
processes of substitutional mutation,
recombination and gene conversion
(among others!) at base-pair resolution.
Whole genome sequencing of
individual gametes would allow more
generalised study of the mutation
process, but would require
a substantial improvement in the
single-molecule accuracy of high-
throughput sequencing methods.
Having accurate and detailed
information on the mechanisms
and rates of substitutional processes
at several levels — a gamete, the
individual, the population, the
species — will place further strains
on the already limited vocabulary we
use to discuss these multilayered
processes. The first estimates of
mutation rates were made at a time
when the structural basis of a gene was
almost completely unknown. Now we
know that the concept signified by the
word ‘gene’ summarises crudely the
composite functional properties of
complex clusters of DNA elements,
and that mutation processes occur as
chemical changes at the DNA level.
We may need (as we have begun to
implement for constituent elements
of the gene concept itself) new
gradations of vocabulary to take
account of the ways different
mutation processes occur at different
rates in different DNA contexts — but
still arrive at numbers that are useful
in modelling the behaviour of real
genomes in real organisms. Then we
can be clear about what we’re
measuring.
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Sexual reproduction largely
predominates in animals and plants.
This is considered a paradox because
sexually reproducing females transmit
only half of their genome to their
progeny and produce only half as
many female offspring than asexually
reproducing females, which do not
have to produce males to ensure
reproduction [1]. This two-fold
cost of sexual reproduction is
counterbalanced by the fact that sex
and recombination promote genetic
variation among progeny. This is
supposed to provide an advantage in
coevolutionary arms races, particularly
against parasites, and also to
facilitate the purging of deleterious
mutations [2]. A recent work by
Himler et al. [3] shows that the fungus-
growing ant Mycocepurus smithii
has evolved a reproductive system
where males have disappeared and
sex is forsaken.
In a combination of genetic,
morphological and antibiotic
experiments, Himler et al. [3] describe
the first case of complete asexuality
in ants. Microsatellite DNA
fingerprinting based on a diallelic
locus (over 14 tested) showed that
female offspring — workers and
reproductive queens — share an
identical genotype with their mother,Wilson, M.R., Berry, D.L., Holland, K.A.,
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consistent with clonal reproduction
through parthenogenesis (thelytoky).
Dissections of the female reproductive
tracts confirmed that queens are not
inseminated albeit they are active egg
layers. The mussel organ, an internal
lock structure of the female mating
apparatus, was found to be
degenerated and unsclerotized,
thereby preventing male’s genitalia
from locking during mating.
Asexuality in M. smithii is not caused
by infection with endosymbiotic
bacteria or by vertically transmitted
exosymbionts — it was not possible
to induce male production by
antibiotic treatment or fungal
substitution [3].
Consistent with these findings,
extensive field surveys throughout
Latin America and laboratory rearing
during several years have failed to
put a hand on a single male [4,5].
Furthermore, behaviours specific to
the mating period — modifications
of the nest structure, synchrony in
production of female sexuals — were
never observed in M. smithii, whereas
they occur in the sympatric sexual
species M. goeldii [5].
Clonal reproduction was previously
shown to occur in other ants belonging
to four phylogenetically distant
subfamilies (Myrmicinae, Formicinae,
Cerapachyinae and Ponerinae).
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2009.07.022species — Cataglyphis cursor [6],
Wasmannia auropunctata [7] and
Vollenhovia emeryi [8] — showed that
queens circumvent the two-fold cost
of sex by using alternative modes of
reproduction for the production of
reproductive and non-reproductive
female offspring. In these species,
new queens are produced almost
exclusively by thelytokous
parthenogenesis, whereas workers
are produced by sexual reproduction.
Furthermore, in the rare ant species
where the queen caste is absent or
morphologically reduced, the workers
obligatorily produce diploid females by
parthenogenesis [9,10]; there are three
species known where the queen caste
is usually present, suppressing
worker reproduction, but when the
queen dies or is removed from the
nest for some reason, the workers
can then lay female eggs through
thelytokous parthenogenesis [11–
13]. Although males occur and take
part in reproduction in all of these
species, M. smithii would seem
to be the only one where males
are totally absent.
Sexual reproduction may lead to
conflicts between sexes when
characteristics that enhance the
reproductive success of one sex
reduce the fitness of the opposite
sex [14]. The use of both sexual and
asexual reproduction to produce
workers and reproductive females,
respectively, maximizes the
reproductive success of queens by
increasing the transmission rate of their
genes to their reproductive daughters,
while maintaining genetic diversity in
the worker force. But this mode of
reproduction considerably decreases
the fitness of males who never father
queens. In ants, as in other
